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“Learning is less about 
acquiring or 
transmitting 
information or 

existing ideas or values 
than it is about 

collectively designing a 
world that is worth 

living in.” 
            - Edith Ackerman

           MIT Media Lab

                                                                                                                                               November 1, 2017 

Dear Anna: 

Thanks again to you for the invitation to participate in the Unpitch Day. The 

skills, experiences and perspectives in Room 210 last Friday were remarkable. 

We’ve spent several years exploring paper and electronics and building 

networks with educators and community leaders. Now we’re focused on 

connecting paper to the web and using civic data as material for teaching and 

learning. 

Please share this project description with your peers and colleagues.  We believe 

the work will help accelerate the creation of a civic infrastructure that will 

engage communities with powerful ideas about data and importance of an 

informed citizenry. 

Sincerely,

David

PS: Illustrations come from our Hack Your Notebook series.  Find more on that at 

www.nexmap.org/hyn-introduction





N E E D 
We know creative confidence, problem-solving, critical thinking, and collaboration are 

essential skills, yet our communities and educational systems struggle to provide young 

learners with the experiences they need to build these competencies effectively. This is 

especially true for girls, people of color, and underserved populations. How will children learn 

to construct their world? What resources do their mentors and teachers need to support the 

development of a systems thinking mindset and conditions that create choice for youth and 

an actionable sense of agency? 

S O L U T I O N 
NEXMAP builds future-ready teachers and learners at the intersection literacy, technology, 

craft, and open data. Focused on leadership development, civic engagement, and 

transformational hands-on learning, NEXMAP uses paper and electronics to support a 

learning stack for educators in and out-of-school that connects engineering, storytelling, 

physical computing, and data literacy. We work with communities and train educators – 

more than 1500 since 2014 in conferences, webinars, workshops and formal professional 

development, from the Kodiak Island Borough School District in Alaska to Grass Valley 

Elementary School in Oakland to the Dept. of Education at the University of Helsinki. We 

produce CC-licensed resource materials and work on open web services to support 

interdisciplinary, networked learning that uses local data to build essential literacies and 

connect students to each other and their communities. 

O U R  W O R K 
NEXMAP has two primary initiatives:

§  The Hack Your Notebook series is a four-part sequence – LEDs, Pop-up, Microcontrollers, 

Servos – that uses low-cost components to introduce materials and design techniques for 

papercraft and electronics. Think of this as output. 

§  Open Data/Open Minds  is a prototyping initiative focused on connected learning, open 

data and civic engagement. Think of this as input. 	

In 2018 NEXMAP will focus on Open Data/Minds, a platform for civic engagement and data 

literacy. This work involves curating datasets, developing problem statements and related 

research protocols based on local issues and open data. Additionally, we will be wireframing 

the user/learner experience for webservices and workflow to support the use of data viz 

applications  such CODAP (the Concord Consortium’s Common Open Data Application 

Platform); and crafted formats for paper as interface/output. 

Together these components define a framework and specification for a teaching and 

learning platform: develop an effective AQ exploration for Pittsburgh educators, students 

and municipal leaders, the sequence and service will work in Oakland…and any community 

with access to similar information and sensor networks. 



P R O T O Y P I N G 
Over the past 18 months we’ve worked with artists, educators, data scientists, and designers 

to define an approach for delivering local data for teachers and learners.  Below are set of 

prototypes for  a series of a connected projects using Wi-Fi and wireless boards from 

Particle.io.  

§  The Tide Notebook | The first of these a handmade book that uses a NOAA.gov 

measurement station north of the Golden Gate Bridge to monitor tide levels.

 NEXMAP’s first demonstration, the Tide Notebook, 
records the height of the tide in real-time, pulling 
information from the internet into the notebook. A 
set of parallel circuits register the height of the tide 
whenever the circuit system — and the notebook — 
is on a network.


Left: Pop-up mechanics, LED setup for temperature values, and  wireless connections via Particle Electron.   
Center: Draft illustration of culminating project (with LEDs, pop-up and servo) for the city of Portland, OR in Hack 
Your Notebook #4 Automate Your Ideas, Working with Servos; Right: Pre-assembly for Austin, TX data dashboard 
with Congress St. bridge in the foreground.

§  Local Data Dashboards | The prototype below for a city data dashboard pulls available 

public feeds into a pop-up. This version for Austin, TX displays temperature, time of day, 

traffic levels downtown, and AQ.  Curiously,  information on pollen levels – heavily 

documented and a major concern for Austin residents – was not available for integration 

through an open API. Why is that and what might we do about that? These are the kinds of 

questions we want to address with Open Data/Open Minds.

§  Polling on Paper | Our work on a data 

literacy learning sequence for grades 4-8 

led to a proof of concept for using paper as 

an input. Here a paper circuit template is 

used to gather binary, observational data. 

Results are collected in a Google Sheet. 

Early Bird or a 
Night Owl? 
When are you 
most creative?  
A poll developed 
for work with 
Carnegie 
Mellon’s CREATE 
LAB and shared 
at Bay Area 
Maker Faire 2017.



W H A T  W E  N E E D 
NEXMAP is looking for creative, collaborative, motivated graduate students with data skills 

who are interested in project management and product development. Specifically we’re 

looking for people who can help us:

§  Research and curate datasets on topics of interest for communities – for example, AQ 

and climate, fracking, water quality, democracy information, transportation services, 

connectivity, health and wellness.

§  Develop trial programs and engagement models for using local data to introduce 

foundational concepts in statistics and the fundamentals of data literacy

§  Setup and test integrations with  Google Sheets, applications, and and data 

visualization tools for the classroom. 



C O N T A C T 
Interested students can reach us at:

David Cole, dcole@nexmap.org 

Elisabeth Sylvan, lisard@gmail.com 

www.nexmap.org 

Twitter: @sfnexmap




